Abstract. The subject of this paper is the higher structure of the strictification adjunction, which relates the two fundamental bases of three-dimensional category theory: the Graycategory of 2-categories and the tricategory of bicategories. We show that -far from requiring the full weakness provided by the definitions of tricategory theory -this adjunction can be strictly enriched over the symmetric closed multicategory of bicategories defined by Verity. Moreover, we show that this adjunction underlies an adjunction of bicategory-enriched symmetric multicategories. An appendix introduces the symmetric closed multicategory of pseudo double categories, into which Verity's symmetric multicategory of bicategories embeds fully.
Introduction
The fundamental coherence theorem for bicategories (see [GPS95, §1.4] ) states that every bicategory is biequivalent to a 2-category (that is, a category enriched over the cartesian closed category Cat of categories). Moreover, as is shown by the extensive literature on two-dimensional category theory, the category theory of bicategories can be modelled by 2-category theory, which Lack [Lac10a, §1.1] describes as follows:
2-category theory is a "middle way" between Cat-category theory and bicategory theory. It uses enriched category theory, but not in the simple minded way of Cat-category theory; and it cuts through some of the technical nightmares of bicategories. This could also be described as "homotopy coherent Cat-enriched category theory" (cf. [CP97] ), that is category theory enriched over the base Cat not merely as a monoidal category, but as a monoidal category with inherent higher structure, as might be realised by considering Cat as a monoidal model category.
For example, consider the bicategorical analogue of the presheaf category over a small 2-category C, which is the 2-category Hom(C op , Cat) whose objects are pseudofunctors from C op to Cat and whose morphisms are pseudonatural transformations between them. It follows from two-dimensional monad theory [BKP89, Lac07b] that this 2-category is related to the Cat-enriched presheaf category [C op , Cat], whose objects and morphisms are 2-functors and 2-natural transformations, by a 2-adjunction
that restricts to a biequivalence between Hom(C op , Cat) and the full sub-2-category of [C op , Cat] on the cofibrant objects for the projective model structure. This 2-adjunction is used to show that (1.1) whose right adjoint is the inclusion of 2-Cat into the category Bicat of bicategories and pseudofunctors, and whose left adjoint sends a bicategory to its strictification (to which it is biequivalent) [GPS95, §4.10] . In this paper we study the higher structure of this adjunction. Our fundamental result (Corollary 3.6), from which our main theorem (stated below) follows immediately, is the three-dimensional universal property of strictification, which states that for every bicategory A and 2-category B, the hom-set bijection 2-Cat(stA, B) ∼ = Bicat(A, B) of the strictification adjunction underlies an isomorphism of 2-categories
Ps(stA, B) ∼ = Hom(A, B),
(1.2)
where Ps(−, −) and Hom(−, −) denote the homs of the Gray-category of 2-categories and the tricategory of bicategories respectively (whose morphisms are 2-functors and pseudofunctors respectively, and whose 2-cells and 3-cells are in both cases pseudonatural transformations and modifications). This higher universal property suggests that the strictification adjunction underlies some kind of "three-dimensional adjunction". Working in the setting of tricategory theory, one can indeed show that the strictification adjunction underlies a triadjunction between the tricategories of 2-categories and bicategories. Note that to have such a triadjunction it would suffice for (1.2) to be a biequivalence; yet despite the strength of (1.2) being in fact an isomorphism, the "weakness" provided by the definitions of tricategory theory is still required in order to realise the higher structure of the strictification adjunction in this setting, for neither the tricategory of bicategories nor the strictification trihomomorphism is strict.
In this paper, however, we work within an alternative framework for bicategory-enriched categories, 1 in which we show that the same three-dimensional higher structure of the strictification adjunction can be realised by a strictly bicategory-enriched adjunction. This is the framework of enrichment over the symmetric closed multicategory Bicat of bicategories introduced by Verity [Ver11, §1.3] . Note that in this setting the category of bicategories is a strictly bicategory-enriched category, in contrast to the setting of tricategory theory where it is merely "weakly" enriched.
We summarise the central argument of this paper as follows. Using standard arguments of enriched category theory generalised in §2 to the context of enrichment of and over symmetric multicategories, in §3 we prove our main theorem (Theorem 3.8) as a formal consequence of the three-dimensional universal property of strictification (1.2):
Main Theorem. The strictification adjunction (1.1) underlies an adjunction of Bicat-enriched categories and, moreover, an adjunction of Bicat-enriched symmetric multicategories.
As an application of the strictness of strictification revealed by this main theorem, we obtain (Proposition 3.11) a hitherto undiscovered Gray-category of bicategories, whose underlying category is the category Bicat of bicategories and pseudofunctors, and whose hom 2-categories st Hom(A, B) are the strictifications of the hom bicategories Hom(A, B). This Gray-category is triequivalent (via a bijective-on-objects, bijective-on-morphisms trihomomorphism) to the tricategory of bicategories.
For the remainder of this section, let us explain in detail why it is that the category of bicategories (and hence ultimately the strictification adjunction) can be strictly enriched over the multicategory Bicat, while the tricategory of bicategories fails to be strict. The reason is that composition, specifically horizontal composition of 2-cells, is encoded in different ways in tricategories and Bicat-enriched categories. This difference is a result of the difference between the cartesian monoidal category Bicat and the symmetric multicategory Bicat, for in a tricategory, composition is given by pseudofunctors out of cartesian products of bicategories as on the left below,
Hom(B, C) × Hom(A, B) −→ Hom(A, C) (Hom(B, C), Hom(A, B)) −→ Hom(A, C)
whereas in a Bicat-enriched category, composition is given by "two-variable pseudofunctors", i.e. binary morphisms in the multicategory Bicat, as on the right above; more generally, composition in a category enriched over a multicategory is given by such binary morphisms [Lam69, Lin71] . (Note that we use different fonts to distinguish between these two structures: the boldface Bicat denotes the cartesian monoidal category, whereas the sans-serif Bicat denotes the multicategory.) Recall that in a 2-category (and more generally in a bicategory) the operation of horizontal composition of 2-cells can be derived from the operations of vertical composition of 2-cells and whiskering of 2-cells by morphisms on either side, as in the equations displayed below.
Hence a 2-category can be defined in such a way that vertical composition of 2-cells and whiskering are primitive operations satisfying Godement's cinq règles [God58, Appendice §1], one of which states that the left-hand and right-hand sides of (1.3) are equal, and such that horizontal composition of 2-cells is a derived operation defined by (1.3) (see for instance [Str96, §2] ). This amounts to defining a 2-category as a category enriched over the multicategory Cat of categories, in which a binary morphism F : (A, B) −→ C consists of: (i) a function F : obA × obB −→ obC, (ii) for each object a ∈ A, a functor F (a, −) : B −→ C agreeing with the function (i) on objects, (iii) for each object b ∈ B, a functor F (−, b) : A −→ C agreeing with the function (i) on objects, such that for each pair of morphisms f : a −→ a in A and g : b −→ b in B, the following square commutes.
It is well known that such binary morphisms are in bijection with functors F : A × B −→ C from the cartesian product of categories (see [EM45, Theorem 5 .2]), and indeed the cartesian monoidal category Cat represents the multicategory Cat (in the sense of [Her00] ). Hence a 2-category can be equivalently defined either as a category enriched over the cartesian monoidal category Cat or as a category enriched over the multicategory Cat, in which cases horizontal composition of 2-cells is either a primitive or a derived operation.
Similarly, in a category enriched over the cartesian monoidal category Bicat, horizontal composition of 2-cells is a primitive operation, whereas in a category enriched over Verity's multicategory Bicat it is not, and indeed in a Bicat-enriched category there is no canonical operation of horizontal composition of 2-cells. For a binary morphism F : (A, B) −→ C in Bicat consists of:
(i) a function F : obA × obB −→ obC, (ii) for each object a ∈ A, a pseudofunctor F (a, −) : B −→ C agreeing with the function (i) on objects, (iii) for each object b ∈ B, a pseudofunctor F (−, b) : A −→ C agreeing with the function (i) on objects, (iv) for each pair of morphisms f : a −→ a in A and
subject to axioms (formally identical, when presented as pasting equations, to those of a cubical functor of two variables; see for instance [GPS95, §4.2]). Hence for each "horizontally composable" pair of 2-cells α and β in a Bicat-category, there is a specified invertible 3-cell
in place of the equality of Godement's rule (1.3), and neither its source nor its target 2-cell has a stronger claim than the other to be the horizontal composite of α and β; note that the situation is precisely the same in a Gray-category. This phenomenon can be observed in the composition of pseudonatural transformations: given a pair of pseudonatural transformations α and β as in (1.4), there is a canonical invertible modification βg • hα −→ kα • βf whose component at an object a ∈ A is given by the pseudonaturality constraint for β at the morphism α a : f a −→ ga of B, as displayed below. Therefore to define an enrichment of the category of bicategories over the cartesian monoidal category Bicat with enriched hom-objects Hom(A, B), a definition of horizontal composition for pseudonatural transformations must be chosen, and this will inevitably fail to be strictly associative (see [Gur13a, Proposition 5 .3] for an invertible icon witnessing this failure); one has at best a weak enrichment over the cartesian monoidal 2-category Bicat 2 of bicategories, pseudofunctors, and icons (see [Shu12, §6] and [CG14, §4.1]). On the other hand, since horizontal composition of 2-cells is not a primitive operation in a Bicat-category, no such choice need be made in order to define a Bicat-enrichment of the category of bicategories, and indeed the desired (strict!) enrichment follows formally from the existence of the closed structure of the multicategory Bicat.
Similar remarks can be made about the higher structure of the strictification functor st : Bicat −→ 2-Cat. An extension of the strictification functor to a trihomomorphism between tricategories was defined in [GPS95, §5.6] and in [Gur13a, §8.2], and by the latter definition it is clear that st can be extended to a Bicat 2 -enriched pseudofunctor from the Bicat 2 -enriched bicategory of bicategories mentioned in the previous paragraph; note that neither its unit constraint nor its composition constraint is an identity. However, as we shall prove in Theorem 3.8, the strictification functor can be strictly enriched over the multicategory Bicat. Once again, this difference of behaviour is due to the different encodings of horizontal composition of 2-cells. For a Bicat-enriched functor must preserve horizontal composition of 2-cells and the identity 2-cells of identity morphisms, which st fails to do, whereas a Bicat-enriched functor need only preserve the canonical isomorphisms of (1.4), which st does.
In summary, although the standard definitions of tricategory theory (see for instance [GPS95, Gur13a] ) use the cartesian product of bicategories, we argue that -in order to work "as strictly as possible" (cf. [Lac02a] ) -Verity's multicategory is the more suitable base of enrichment for studying the higher structure of the category of bicategories and the strictification adjunction. For whereas the category of bicategories and the strictification functor are only "weakly" enriched over the cartesian monoidal structure, we show that they can be strictly enriched over the multicategory structure. Moreover, whereas the strictification functor is only "weakly" monoidal with respect to the cartesian product of bicategories and the symmetric Gray tensor product of 2-categories (see [Gur13b] ), we show that it underlies a (strict) multifunctor from the multicategory Bicat of bicategories to the multicategory Gray of 2-categories represented by the symmetric Gray monoidal structure.
The source of this difference is the failure of the cartesian monoidal structure to represent the multicategory structure; in particular, pseudofunctors A × B −→ C are not generally in bijection with two-variable pseudofunctors (A, B) −→ C. In Appendix A we reconcile these two structures by showing that there is an enrichment of Bicat to a 2-multicategory, whose 2-cells are multivariable icons, which is birepresented (i.e. represented up to equivalence) by the cartesian monoidal 2-category Bicat 2 (see Theorem A.15). For this and other purposes it is useful to work with the larger symmetric closed multicategory PsDbl of pseudo double categories, which contains Bicat as a full sub-multicategory, and which we introduce in Appendix A. Nevertheless, our primary objects of interest remain bicategories; the main benefit of working at this greater level of generality is natural access to the hom pseudo double categories Hom(A, B), which supplement the usual hom bicategories Hom(A, B) with the ever-useful icons [Lac10b] .
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Adjunction for enriched multicategories
The purpose of this section is to provide the means by which we will deduce the enrichment of the strictification adjunction (1.1) over the symmetric multicategory of bicategories from the three-dimensional universal property of strictification (1.2). The main results of this section are all instances of the fundamental categorical principle that universality begets functoriality, whose most basic instance is the standard result that a functor T : A −→ B has a left adjoint if and only if the functor B(B, T −) : A −→ Set is representable for each object B ∈ B. We first generalise this standard result to adjunctions of enriched symmetric multicategories (Lemma 2.2), and then apply this generalisation to prove, for each symmetric multifunctor T : V −→ W between symmetric closed multicategories, a necessary and sufficient condition (Theorem 2.4) for the induced symmetric W-multifunctor T : T * V −→ W to have a left adjoint. In the following section we will apply this theorem to the inclusion Gray −→ Bicat of the symmetric closed multicategory of 2-categories (represented by the symmetric closed monoidal category Gray) into the symmetric closed multicategory of bicategories to prove our main theorem. To begin, we recall the relevant basic theory of enrichment of and over symmetric multicategories.
Although enrichment over a symmetric multicategory generalises enrichment over a symmetric monoidal category, one can work over a symmetric multicategory as one does over a symmetric strict monoidal category with the help of the following construction. The symmetric monoidal envelope 2 of a symmetric multicategory V is the symmetric strict monoidal category F(V) whose objects (X 1 , . . . , X n ) are words of objects of V of length n ≥ 0, and in which a morphism (X 1 , . . . ,
is defined using the symmetric multicategory structure of V, and the tensor product and symmetry are given by concatenation and permutation of words. This construction defines a functor from the category of symmetric multicategories and symmetric multifunctors to the category of symmetric strict monoidal categories (a.k.a. permutative categories) and symmetric strict monoidal functors, which is left adjoint to the functor that sends a symmetric strict monoidal category V to the symmetric multicategory with the same objects as V and whose multimorphisms
The non-symmetric version of this construction, namely the monoidal envelope of a multicategory, was defined in [Lin71] , where it was used (among other things) to define the notions of category, functor, and natural transformation enriched over a multicategory in terms of the same notions enriched over a strict monoidal category. We make the analogous definitions in the symmetric case (cf. [LM08, §3] ).
Definition 2.1. Let V be a symmetric multicategory. A V-category is an F(V)-category A each of whose hom-objects A(A, B) ∈ F(V) is a word of length 1. The 2-category V-Cat of V-categories, V-functors, and V-natural transformations is the full sub-2-category of F(V)-Cat on the V-categories. An adjunction of V-categories is an adjunction in the 2-category V-Cat.
A symmetric V-multicategory is a symmetric F(V)-multicategory A each of whose hom-objects A(A 1 , . . . , A n ; B) ∈ F(V) is a word of length 1 (for n ≥ 0). The 2-category V-SMult of symmetric V-multicategories, symmetric V-multifunctors, and V-multinatural transformations is the full sub-2-category of F(V)-SMult on the symmetric V-multicategories. An adjunction of symmetric V-multicategories is an adjunction in the 2-category V-SMult.
Since each symmetric multifunctor T : V −→ W induces a symmetric strict monoidal functor F(T ) : F(V) −→ F(W) that preserves the lengths of objects, the change of base 2-functor along F(T ) restricts to a 2-functor T * : V-SMult −→ W-SMult, which we call the change of base 2-functor along T . Note that this 2-functor sends adjunctions of symmetric V-multicategories to adjunctions of symmetric W-multicategories. Explicitly, for each symmetric V-multicategory A, T * A is a symmetric W-multicategory with the same objects as A and with hom-sets (T * A)(A 1 , . . . , A n ; B) = T A(A 1 , . . . , A n ; B). In particular, change of base along the symmetric multifunctor V : V −→ Set that sends an object X of V to its underlying set V X = V( ; X) defines a 2-functor V * : V-SMult −→ SMult that sends a symmetric V-multicategory to its underlying symmetric multicategory.
Each symmetric closed multicategory V, with internal hom objects [X, Y ], admits a canonical self-enrichment to a symmetric V-multicategory V, whose objects are those of V and whose hom-objects are defined recursively as V( ; Y ) = Y for n = 0, and as
for n ≥ 1. Moreover, each symmetric multifunctor T : V −→ W between symmetric closed multicategories induces a symmetric W-multifunctor T : T * V −→ W that agrees with T on objects and is defined on hom-objects recursively as the identity on T V( ; X) = T X = W( ; T X) for n = 0, and as the composite
for n ≥ 1, where ψ :
to the image under T of the evaluation morphism ev :
Chapter 4] for further details of these constructions.)
The proof of the main theorem of this section (Theorem 2.4) uses the following lemma, which generalises to adjunctions of enriched symmetric multicategories the standard categorical result (see for instance [ML98, Theorem IV.1.2]) that to give a left adjoint to a functor T : A −→ B is precisely to give, for each object B ∈ B, a representation of the functor B(B, T −) : A −→ Set. The latter amounts by the Yoneda lemma to an object SB ∈ A and a morphism η B : B −→ T SB in B with the universal property that the composite function
is a bijection for each object A ∈ A.
Lemma 2.2. Let V be a symmetric multicategory and let T : A −→ B be a symmetric V-multifunctor between symmetric V-multicategories. If for each object B ∈ B there exists an object SB ∈ A and a morphism η B : B −→ T SB in B such that the composite morphism
is an isomorphism in V for each n ≥ 0 and objects B 1 , . . . , B n ∈ B and A ∈ A, then this data extends uniquely to an adjunction of symmetric V-multicategories S T : A −→ B with unit η.
Proof. Let N = N B 1 ,...,Bn;A denote the invertible morphism (2.3). We define the action of the symmetric V-multifunctor S : B −→ A on hom-objects to be the following composite morphism.
Preservation of composition by S is proved by the commutativity of the following diagram in the symmetric monoidal envelope F(V),
whose upper region commutes by associativity of composition in B, whose lower left region commutes by the diagram
and whose lower right region commutes by the diagram
where the latter two diagrams commute by associativity of composition in B, by functoriality of the tensor product in F(V), and by V-multifunctoriality of T . Preservation of identities by S is proved by the commutativity of the following diagram,
which commutes by the identity axioms for composition in B and since T preserves identities. Equivariance of S is proved by the commutativity of the following diagram,
whose left-hand region commutes by equivariance of composition in B and whose right-hand region commutes by the commutativity of the diagram
which commutes by equivariance of composition in B and by equivariance of T . The V-multinaturality of η : 1 −→ T S is expressed by the commutativity of the diagram
which commutes by definition of the V-multifunctor S. The definition and V-multinaturality of the counit ε are given by the Yoneda lemma for enriched symmetric multicategories. Explicitly, define ε A ∈ V A(ST A; A) to be the unique element corresponding under the bijection V N :
The V-multinaturality of ε is expressed by the commutativity of the following diagram,
which commutes by the invertibility of N (2.3) applied to the diagram
which commutes by V-multifunctoriality of T , associativity of composition in B, and the triangle identity defining ε. The other triangle identity follows by the standard argument.
We now prove the main theorem of this section, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the symmetric W-multifunctor T : T * V −→ W induced by a symmetric multifunctor T : V −→ W between symmetric closed multicategories to be the right adjoint of an adjunction of symmetric W-multicategories. This theorem generalises the corresponding result for symmetric closed monoidal categories (see [Kel69, §5] and [LW16] ). 
is an isomorphism in W for each pair of objects Y ∈ W and X ∈ V, then this data extends uniquely to an adjunction of symmetric W-multicategories S T whose right adjoint is the symmetric W-multifunctor T : T * V −→ W induced by T and whose unit is η.
Proof. We prove by induction on n ≥ 0 that the symmetric W-multifunctor T : T * V −→ W induced by T satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2. It is immediate for n = 0, since in this case the morphism (2.3) is an identity by definition. For n ≥ 1, the composite (2.3) is equal by definition to the composite of the upper boundary of the following commutative diagram,
which commutes by the associativity of composition in W, and in which the diagonal composite and the bottom morphism are isomorphisms by the induction hypothesis and the assumption (2.5) of the theorem respectively. Hence the morphism (2.3) is an isomorphism, and therefore by induction T satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2.
Remark 2.6. The condition of Theorem 2.4 is necessary, since if S T : T * V −→ W is an adjunction of W-enriched multicategories, then it follows from the triangle identities and the W-naturality of the unit η and counit ε of this adjunction that the composite morphism
is inverse to the morphism (2.5) in W.
Finally, to prove that a symmetric multifunctor T as in Theorem 2.4 is itself the right adjoint of an adjunction of symmetric multicategories, it is necessary and sufficient to further assume the n = 0 case of the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2. This hypothesis is important in its own right, as it ensures that change of base along T preserves underlying (multi)categories, and so we enshrine it in the following definition. Definition 2.7. A symmetric multifunctor T : V −→ W is said to be pronormal if the function
is a bijection for each object X ∈ V.
Proposition 2.9. The right adjoint of an adjunction of symmetric multicategories is pronormal.
Proof. Let S T : V −→ W be an adjunction of symmetric multicategories. It follows from the triangle identity T ε X • η T X = 1 T X and the multinaturality of the unit η and counit ε of this adjunction that the composite function
is inverse to the function (2.8) for each object X ∈ V.
Remark 2.10. Proposition 2.9 generalises the corresponding result for adjunctions of symmetric monoidal categories [Kel74, Proposition 2.1], wherein such a symmetric monoidal functor is called "normal", however this conflicts with modern usage. Proof. Change of base along the underlying set symmetric multifunctor W : W −→ Set sends the adjunction S T of Theorem 2.4 to an adjunction of symmetric multicategories between W * T * V and W * W. If T is pronormal, then the right adjoint of this adjunction is isomorphic to
Remark 2.12. The conditions of Theorem 2.11 are necessary, since if S T : V −→ W is an adjunction of symmetric multicategories, then T is pronormal by Proposition 2.9, and it follows from the triangle identities and the multinaturality of the unit η and counit ε of this adjunction that the composite morphism
The strictification adjunction
In this section we apply Theorem 2.4 to the inclusion of symmetric multicategories Gray −→ Bicat to prove that the strictification adjunction (1.1) underlies an adjunction of Bicat-enriched categories and, moreover, an adjunction of Bicat-enriched symmetric multicategories. In fact, it will be useful for future applications (and no more difficult) to prove a stronger result, namely that the strictification adjunction underlies an adjunction of symmetric multicategories enriched over the symmetric multicategory PsDbl of pseudo double categories, which we prove by applying Theorem 2.4 to the inclusion Dbl −→ PsDbl of the symmetric multicategory of double categories into PsDbl. We introduce these symmetric multicategories of (pseudo) double categories in Appendix A, and recall their pertinent details below.
Strictification of bicategories was studied in [GPS95, §4.10], [Gur13a, §2] , and [Gur13b] , and was generalised to pseudo double categories in [GP99, §7] . To begin, we recall the basic theory of this construction; we refer to the given references for further details. To avoid repetition, we speak in terms of pseudo double categories; the theory of strictification for bicategories is recovered by identifying bicategories with those pseudo double categories whose underlying categories of objects and vertical morphisms are discrete. (Note that this defines a fully faithful functor from the category of bicategories and pseudofunctors to the category of pseudo double categories and pseudo double functors, which has a right adjoint that sends a pseudo double category A to its underlying bicategory HA of objects, horizontal morphisms, and globular cells.)
Given a path of horizontal morphisms f 1 : a 0 −→ a 1 , . . . , f n : a n−1 −→ a n in a pseudo double category A (for n ≥ 0), we define a horizontal morphism ε(f 1 , . . . , f n ) : a 0 −→ a n in A recursively as follows: for n = 0, define ε( ) to be the horizontal identity morphism, for n = 1, define ε(f ) = f , and for n ≥ 2, define ε(
The strictification of a pseudo double category A is the (strict) double category stA with the same underlying category as A, whose horizontal morphisms (f 1 , . . . , f n ) : a −→ b are paths of horizontal morphisms in A, with horizontal composition given by concatenation of paths, and whose cells α :
Vertical composition of cells is as in A, and horizontal composition of cells is defined using the horizontal composition and coherence isomorphisms of A.
. . , f n )) denote the invertible globular cell in stA given by the identity cell on the horizontal morphism
Let η A : A −→ stA denote the pseudo double functor that is the identity on underlying categories and that sends a horizontal morphism f to the unary path (f ) and a cell α : f −→ g to the cell α : (f ) −→ (g) given by α. The unit and composition constraints of the pseudo double functor η A are instances of the invertible globular cells κ.
Let Dbl and PsDbl denote the category of double categories and double functors and the category of pseudo double categories and pseudo double functors respectively. The "onedimensional" universal property of the strictification stA of a pseudo double category A (the proof of which we recall as part of the proof of Theorem 3.3 below) states that the composite function
is a bijection for each double category B. It then follows by a standard categorical argument (which we generalised to enriched symmetric multicategories in Lemma 2.2) that there exists a unique extension of the above data to an adjunction
whose left adjoint sends a pseudo double category to its strictification and whose unit has components given by the pseudo double functors η A : A −→ stA. In Appendix A, we introduce the symmetric multicategory PsDbl of pseudo double categories and its sub symmetric multicategory Dbl of double categories. Both are symmetric closed multicategories: for pseudo double categories A and B, their internal hom in PsDbl is the pseudo double category Hom(A, B) whose objects are pseudo double functors from A to B, whose vertical morphisms are vertical transformations, whose horizontal morphisms are horizontal pseudo transformations, and whose cells are modifications; if A and B are double categories, their internal hom in Dbl is the full sub double category Ps(A, B) of Hom(A, B) on the (strict) double functors; note that if B is a double category, then so is Hom (A, B) . In particular, if A and B are bicategories (seen as pseudo double categories with discrete underlying categories), then the vertical morphisms of Hom(A, B) are icons, and its underlying bicategory is the usual hom bicategory Hom(A, B) .
We now prove the higher "three-dimensional" universal property of strictification, which shows that the inclusion of symmetric multicategories Dbl −→ PsDbl satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4. is an isomorphism of double categories.
Proof. The "one-dimensional" universal property of strictification states that the double functor (3.4) is bijective on objects. To prove this, let F : A −→ B be a pseudo double functor. Define F : stA −→ B to be the (strict) double functor that agrees with F on underlying categories, that sends a horizontal morphism (f 1 , . . . , f n ) in stA to the horizontal morphism ε(F f 1 , . . . , F f n ) in B, and that sends a cell in stA of the form (3.1) to the following vertical composite cell in B,
where ϕ :
is the canonical invertible globular cell in B defined recursively as follows: for n = 0, define ϕ to be the unit constraint ϕ 0 : 1 F a −→ F 1 a of the pseudo double functor F , for n = 1, define ϕ to be the identity 1 F f : F f −→ F f , and for n ≥ 2, define ϕ to be the following vertical composite cell in B,
where ϕ 2 denotes the composition constraint of the pseudo double functor F . Vertical functoriality of F follows from that of F , and horizontal functoriality of F is immediate for morphisms and is proved for cells by the coherence theorem for pseudofunctors applied to the underlying pseudofunctor HF : HA −→ HB of F (see [Gur13a, §2.3] ). By the above definition, we see that F is the unique double functor satisfying the equation F • η A = F of pseudo double functors. This is immediate on underlying categories, and holds for horizontal morphisms by the horizontal functoriality axioms of a double functor. To see that F is uniquely determined on cells by this equation and by the vertical functoriality axioms of a double functor, observe that the equation asserts in particular that F sends the pseudo double functor constraints of η to the corresponding constraints of F , which are instances of the canonical invertible globular cells κ and ϕ respectively, and hence moreover implies that for each horizontal morphism (f 1 , . . . , f n ) in stA, the double functor F sends κ : (f 1 , . . . , f n ), as can be proved by induction using the fact that for n ≥ 2, κ is equal to the following composite.
It remains to prove that the double functor (3.4) is fully faithful on vertical morphisms, horizontal morphisms, and cells. Let F, G : stA −→ B be double functors and let σ : F • η A −→ G • η A be a vertical transformation. Define σ : F −→ G to be the vertical transformation whose component at an object a ∈ A is the vertical morphism σ a = σ a : F a −→ Ga, and whose component at a horizontal morphism (f 1 , . . . , f n ) in stA is the cell σ (f 1 ,...,fn) define σ (f 1 ,...,fn) to be the following composite in B.
F a
The horizontal functoriality of σ follows by a standard induction from the definition of σ and the functoriality of σ. The naturality of σ with respect to vertical morphisms is immediate from the corresponding property for σ. To prove the naturality of σ with respect to cells, we use the following result.
We prove by induction on n ≥ 0 that for each horizontal morphism (f 1 , . . . , f n ) in stA, the following equation holds in B.
For n = 0, this equation is the horizontal unit axiom for the vertical transformation σ, since κ in this case is the unit constraint for the pseudo double functor η A : A −→ stA. For n = 1, the equation is immediate. For n ≥ 2, the equation follows from the following commutative diagram in the category B 1 (i.e. the category of horizontal morphisms and cells in B),
whose right-hand region commutes by the horizontal functoriality of the vertical transformation σ, and whose lower left-hand region commutes by the induction hypothesis. Here we have used that κ for n = 2 is the composition constraint for the pseudo double functor η A , and that for n ≥ 2 the isomorphism κ (f 1 ,...,fn) is equal to the composite (3.5).
Since any cell (f 1 , . . . , f n ) −→ (g 1 , . . . , g m ) in stA is equal to one of the form (3.1) for some cell α : (g 1 , . . . , g m ) in A, naturality of σ with respect to cells follows from the following commutative diagram, (g 1 , . . . , g m ) whose centre region commutes by cell naturality of σ, and whose outer regions commute by the result of the previous paragraph.
By the above definition and by the horizontal functoriality axioms for a vertical transformation, we see that σ is the unique vertical transformation satisfying the equation σ • η A = σ. Hence the double functor (3.4) is fully faithful on vertical morphisms.
The proof that the double functor (3.4) is fully faithful on horizontal morphisms essentially follows the same argument as for vertical morphisms. Let F, G : stA −→ B be double functors, and let θ : F • η A −→ G • η A be a pseudo horizontal transformation. Define θ : F −→ G to be the pseudo horizontal transformation whose component at an object a ∈ A is the horizontal morphism θ a = θ a , whose component at a vertical morphism u : a −→ b of A is the cell θ u = θ u , and whose component at a horizontal morphism (f 1 , . . . , f n ) in stA is the invertible globular cell θ (f 1 ,...,fn) defined recursively as follows: for n = 0, define θ () : a→a to be the identity cell on θ a , and for n ≥ 1, define θ (f 1 ,...,fn) to be the following pasting composite of globular cells in B.
F a
The horizontal functoriality of θ follows by a standard induction from the definition of θ and the functoriality of θ. The vertical functoriality of θ is immediate from the corresponding property for θ. To prove the naturality of σ with respect to cells, we use the following result.
We prove by induction on n ≥ 0 that for each horizontal morphism (f 1 , . . . , f n ) in stA, the following square (whose arrows are invertible globular cells in B) commutes.
For n = 0, this equation is the horizontal unit axiom for the pseudo horizontal transformation θ :
For n = 1, the equation is immediate. For n ≥ 2, the equation follows from the commutative diagram
whose right-hand region commutes by the horizontal functoriality of the pseudo horizontal transformation θ, and whose lower left-hand region commutes by the induction hypothesis.
. . , g m ) in stA is equal to one of the form (3.1) for some cell α : ε(f 1 , . . . , f n ) −→ ε(g 1 , . . . , g m ) in A (with source and target vertical morphisms u and v, say), naturality of θ with respect to cells follows from the following commutative diagram in the category B 1 ,
whose centre region commutes by cell naturality of θ, and whose outer regions commute by the result of the previous paragraph.
By the above definition and by the horizontal functoriality axioms for a pseudo horizontal transformation, we see that θ is the unique pseudo horizontal transformation satisfying the equation θ • η A = θ. Hence the double functor (3.4) is fully faithful on horizontal morphisms.
It remains to show that the double functor (3.4) is fully faithful on cells. Let θ : F −→ G and ϕ : H −→ K be pseudo horizontal transformations and let σ : F −→ H and τ : G −→ K be vertical transformations between double functors stA −→ B. Let m be a modification as on the left below.
Define m to be the modification as on the right above whose component at an object a ∈ A is the cell m a = m a . Vertical naturality of m follows immediately from that of m, and horizontal naturality is proved by a standard induction. Moreover, m is evidently the unique modification satisfying the equation m • η A = m. Hence the double functor (3.4) is fully faithful on cells, and is therefore an isomorphism of double categories.
We can deduce from this theorem that the inclusion of symmetric multicategories Gray −→ Bicat also satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4. Recall that for bicategories A and B, their internal hom in Bicat is the bicategory Hom(A, B) of pseudofunctors, pseudonatural transformations, and modifications, which is a 2-category if B is strict, and that if A and B are 2-categories, their internal hom in Gray is the full sub-2-category Ps(A, B) of Hom(A, B) on the 2-functors.
Corollary 3.6. For every bicategory A and 2-category B, the composite 2-functor

Ps(stA, B)
/ / Hom(stA, B)
is an isomorphism of 2-categories.
Proof. Applying the underlying bicategory functor H : PsDbl −→ Bicat to the composite double functor of Theorem 3.3 yields the stated result.
Therefore the inclusions of symmetric multicategories Dbl −→ PsDbl and Gray −→ Bicat both satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4, and we can deduce the following results.
Theorem 3.7. The strictification adjunction for pseudo double categories (3.2) underlies:
(i) an adjunction of symmetric PsDbl-multicategories, (ii) an adjunction of PsDbl-categories, and (iii) an adjunction of symmetric multicategories.
Proof. It follows from the three-dimensional universal property of strictification proved in Theorem 3.3 that the inclusion of symmetric multicategories Dbl −→ PsDbl satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4. Hence the induced symmetric PsDbl-multifunctor, which is the inclusion of the symmetric PsDbl-multicategory of double categories (i.e. the change of base along the inclusion Dbl −→ PsDbl of the canonical self-enrichment of Dbl) into the symmetric PsDbl-multicategory of pseudo double categories (i.e. the canonical self-enrichment of PsDbl), is the right adjoint of an adjunction (i) of symmetric PsDbl-multicategories. The adjunction (ii) between the PsDbl-categories of double categories and pseudo double categories can be obtained from the adjunction (i) by application of the 2-functor PsDbl-SMult −→ PsDbl-Cat that sends a symmetric PsDbl-multicategory to its underlying PsDbl-category of unary morphisms. Since the inclusion of symmetric multicategories Dbl −→ PsDbl is pronormal (in fact the functions (2.8) are identities), we have moreover that this inclusion satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.11, and hence is the right adjoint of an adjunction (iii) of symmetric multicategories.
To show that the strictification adjunction for pseudo double categories (3.2) underlies each of these adjunctions, it suffices to show that the inclusion of categories Dbl −→ PsDbl is the underlying functor of their right adjoints. In each case, this is an immediate consequence of the fact that change of base along the inclusion of symmetric multicategories Dbl −→ PsDbl is pronormal and hence preserves underlying categories. Proof. Since the strictification of a bicategory is a 2-category (when seen as (pseudo) double categories with discrete underlying categories), the adjunctions (i), (ii), and (iii) of the previous theorem restrict to the adjunctions (i), (ii), and (v) of the present theorem. The adjunctions (iii) and (iv) can be obtained from the adjunctions (i) and (ii) by change of base along the symmetric multifunctor H : PsDbl −→ Bicat of (A.14) that sends a pseudo double category to its underlying bicategory, or alternatively from Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 3.6 by the argument of the previous theorem applied to the inclusion of symmetric multicategories Gray −→ Bicat. It again follows from the pronormality of this inclusion that the strictification adjunction for bicategories (1.1) underlies each of the adjunctions (i)-(v) in the statement.
Remark 3.9. We recover the strictification 2-adjunction (between the 2-categories 2-Cat 2 and Bicat 2 whose 2-cells are icons) of [Gur13b, Theorem 4.1] as the change of base of the PsDbl-enriched strictification adjunction of Theorem 3.8(ii) along the symmetric multifunctor U : PsDbl −→ Cat that sends a pseudo double category to its underlying category.
Remark 3.10. Compare Theorem 3.8(iii) with [Gur13b, Remark 5.8], where it is stated that one could show that the strictification functor is a symmetric monoidal functor (in some tricategorical sense) between symmetric monoidal tricategories. To actually show this (and indeed to make the necessary definitions) would be no mean feat, whereas we have captured the same three-dimensional structure of the strictification functor within the framework of ordinary enriched category theory, namely as a symmetric multifunctor between symmetric multicategories enriched over the symmetric multicategory Bicat.
We end this section with a couple of applications of Theorem 3.8. Change of base along the adjunction of symmetric multicategories of Theorem 3.8(v) induces an adjunction between the categories of Gray-categories and Bicat-categories,
Gray-Cat
whose left adjoint sends a Bicat-category A to its change of base Gray-category st * A along the symmetric multifunctor st : Bicat −→ Gray (recall that Gray is represented as a symmetric multicategory by the symmetric monoidal category Gray). The component of the unit of this adjunction at a Bicat-category A is the Bicat-functor η * : A −→ st * A, which is the identity on objects and is given on homs by the identity-on-objects biequivalences η : A(A, B) −→ st A (A, B) , and is therefore a triequivalence. In particular, taking A to be the self-enrichment of the symmetric closed multicategory Bicat, which we denote by Bicat 3 , yields the following result. Explicitly, st * Bicat 3 is the Gray-category whose objects are bicategories, whose morphisms are pseudofunctors, whose 2-cells are "vertical paths" of pseudonatural transformations, and whose 3-cells are modifications between the vertical composites of such paths. For bicategories A, B, and C, the composition 2-functor out of the Gray tensor product
st Hom(B, C) ⊗ st Hom(A, B) −→ st Hom(A, C)
is the image of the composition two-variable pseudofunctor (Hom(B, C), Hom(A, B)) −→ Hom(A, C) under the symmetric multifunctor st : Bicat −→ Gray. Hence the interchange constraint (1.4) for a "horizontally composable" pair of 2-cells
in the Gray-category st * Bicat 3 is the invertible 2-cell
in the 2-category st Hom(A, C) represented by the following pasting composite in the bicategory Hom(A, C),
where the β j α i denote the interchange constraints (1.5) of the Bicat-category Bicat 3 . The identity-on-underlying-categories triequivalence Bicat-functor η * : Bicat 3 −→ st * Bicat 3 sends a pseudonatural transformation to the unary vertical path it comprises. Working instead in the setting of tricategory theory, this defines an identity-on-objects, identity-on-morphisms triequivalence trihomomorphism from the tricategory of bicategories to the Gray-category st * Bicat 3 of bicategories. Finally, recall that the strictification trihomomorphism from the tricategory of bicategories to the Gray-category of 2-categories restricts to a triequivalence between the tricategory of bicategories and the full sub-Gray-category of the Gray-category of 2-categories on the cofibrant 2-categories (see [Gur13a, Theorem 8.21] ). Using the PsDbl-enriched adjunction of Theorem 3.8(ii), we can promote this to a biequivalence of PsDbl-categories, i.e. a PsDbl-functor that is surjective on objects up to equivalence and is an equivalence on the hom pseudo double categories; by definition, a morphism in a PsDbl-category is an equivalence if it is an equivalence in the underlying 2-category. Recall that a 2-category (and more generally a double category) is said to be cofibrant if its (horizontal) underlying category is free on a graph [Lac02b, FPP08] . Let us denote the Dbl-category of 2-categories and the PsDbl-category of bicategories by Gray 3 and Bicat 3 respectively. Proposition 3.12. The PsDbl-enriched strictification adjunction of Theorem 3.8(ii)
restricts to an adjoint biequivalence between the PsDbl-category Bicat 3 of bicategories and the full sub-Dbl-category of Gray 3 on the cofibrant 2-categories.
Proof. Each component η A :
A −→ stA of the unit of this adjunction is a bijective-on-objects biequivalence, and is therefore an equivalence in the PsDbl-category of bicategories. Furthermore, the strictification of a bicategory A is a cofibrant 2-category (since its underlying category is free on the underlying graph of A), and the component of the counit of this adjunction at a cofibrant 2-category is a bijective-on-objects biequivalence with cofibrant domain and codomain, and is therefore an equivalence in the Dbl-category of 2-categories.
Moreover, the same argument shows that the PsDbl-category of pseudo double categories is biequivalent to the full sub-Dbl-category of the Dbl-category of double categories on the cofibrant double categories.
Appendix A. The multicategory of pseudo double categories
This appendix introduces the symmetric closed multicategory PsDbl of pseudo double categories, which generalises Verity's symmetric closed multicategory of bicategories [Ver11, §1.3]. We refer to the papers [GP99] and [Gar06] (and the references contained therein) for the basic theory of pseudo double categories. Recall that every bicategory gives rise to a pseudo double category whose underlying category is discrete, with which we identify the bicategory. Note that we follow the convention that the "weak" direction in a pseudo double category is the horizontal, so that the underlying category A 0 of a pseudo double category A consists of its objects and vertical morphisms. We do not distinguish notationally between the arrows denoting the horizontal and vertical morphisms of a pseudo double category, though we will have occasion to denote the vertical and horizontal identities of an object a by 1 v a and 1 h a respectively. We could proceed directly to define and prove the symmetric closed multicategory structure and axioms for PsDbl, however this would be a rather lengthy affair. In fact it is possible to give a more streamlined definition and proof, for there is a significant amount of redundancy in the definition of a symmetric closed multicategory: for example, the multimorphisms are completely determined by the nullary morphisms and the internal hom objects. Inspired by [Bou17, §4.2], we will define PsDbl to be the symmetric closed multicategory of weak morphisms of a certain symmetric skew closed structure on the category PsDbl s of pseudo double categories and strict double functors.
A symmetric skew closed structure on a category C consists of an internal hom functor Associated to any symmetric skew closed category C is a symmetric closed multicategory C, which we call its symmetric closed multicategory of weak morphisms, whose objects and internal hom objects are the same as those of C, and whose sets of multimorphisms C(X 1 , . . . , X n ; Y ) are defined recursively as follows: for n = 0 define C( ; Y ) = C(I, Y ), and for n ≥ 1 define C(X 1 , . . . , X n ; Y ) = C(X 1 , . . . , X n−1 ; [X n , Y ]). The remainder of the symmetric closed multicategory structure and axioms follow from those of the symmetric skew closed category in a straightforward manner. Moreover, this defines a 2-functor from the 2-category of symmetric skew closed categories, symmetric closed functors, and closed natural transformations to the 2-category of symmetric multicategories, symmetric multifunctors, and multinatural transformations. (See [BL17b] for an abstract proof of the non-symmetric version of this statement; see also [Man12] for a more concrete proof of the non-symmetric non-skew version). A and B, let Hom(A, B) denote the pseudo double category whose objects are pseudo double functors A −→ B, whose vertical morphisms are vertical transformations, whose horizontal morphisms are pseudo horizontal transformations, and whose cells are modifications. Presently, we shall show that these hom pseudo double categories are the internal hom objects of a symmetric skew closed structure on PsDbl s whose unit object I represents the functor ob : PsDbl s −→ Set, and hence also the internal hom objects of a symmetric closed multicategory PsDbl of pseudo double categories whose sets of binary morphisms are defined as PsDbl(A, B; C) = ob Hom (A, Hom(B, C) ). It will be convenient to have an explicit description of these binary morphisms, and of the pseudo double categories Hom (A, Hom(B, C) ) they form.
For each pair of pseudo double categories
Note that if A and B are bicategories, then Hom(A, B) is the pseudo double category whose objects are pseudofunctors A −→ B, whose vertical morphisms are icons, whose horizontal morphisms are pseudonatural transformations, and whose cells are "modification squares". 
subject to the following axioms: (vii) for each vertical morphism u : a −→ b in A, the above data define a vertical transformation
Remark A.3. The n-ary morphisms of the multicategory PsDbl are "pseudo double functors of n variables", which consist of a similar set of data subject to a similar set of axioms, and for n ≥ 3 are subject to a further set of "cubical" axioms involving triples of morphisms. In particular, a nullary morphism is precisely an object of its codomain, and a unary morphism is a pseudo double functor. Specialising to those pseudo double categories whose underlying categories are discrete, i.e. to bicategories, these are precisely the "strong n-homomorphisms" of F (a, −)
Remark A.6. One can define similarly a notion of "vertical transformation of n variables"; unlike in the previous remark, no further set of axioms is required for the general case. Note that a vertical transformation of zero variables is simply a vertical morphism. Specialising to bicategories yields a notion of multivariable icon. 
agreeing with (i) on objects, (iii) for each object c ∈ B, a pseudo horizontal transformation θ(−, c) :
agreeing with (i) on objects, subject to the following axioms:
(iv) for each vertical morphism u : a −→ b in A, the above data define a modification θ(u, −) as in (A.8), (v) for each vertical morphism v : c −→ d in B, the above data define a modification θ (−, v) as in (A.8), F (a, −)
Remark A.10. One can define similarly a notion of "pseudo horizontal transformation of n variables"; as in the previous remark, no further set of axioms is required for the general case.
Specialising to bicategories yields a notion of "pseudonatural transformation of n variables", which in turn generalises the "iso-quasi-natural transformations" of n variables of [Gra74, §4.24]. 
It is a simple matter of unwinding the definitions to verify that the collection of pseudo double functors of two variables (A, B) −→ C, together with the two-variable vertical transformations, pseudo horizontal transformations, and modifications between them, forms a pseudo double category isomorphic to Hom(A, Hom(B, C)). Proof. A substantial amount of the proof is contained in [GP99, §7] and [Gar06, §2] . We describe the symmetric skew closed structure; the remaining details are then straightforward.
The unit object I is defined to be the free pseudo double category on the singleton set 1, and so represents the functor ob : PsDbl s −→ Set by definition; as its underlying category is discrete (indeed, it is the terminal category), it is also the free bicategory on 1, which is described concretely in We define the symmetric closed multicategory PsDbl of pseudo double categories to be the symmetric closed multicategory of weak morphisms of the symmetric skew closed category PsDbl s of Proposition A.13. Its multimorphisms are the pseudo double functors of n variables described in Remark A.3, and its internal hom objects are the hom pseudo double categories Hom (A, B) . We recover Verity's symmetric multicategory of bicategories as a full sub-multicategory of PsDbl. Moreover, there is an adjunction of symmetric multicategories
whose left adjoint is the full inclusion and whose right adjoint sends a pseudo double category A to the bicategory HA defined by discarding the vertical morphisms and non-globular cells of A. (Note that this adjunction arises from an adjunction of symmetric skew closed categories.) Furthermore, we define the symmetric multicategory Dbl of double categories to be the (nonfull) sub symmetric multicategory of PsDbl consisting of the (strict) double categories and the (strict) double functors of n variables, i.e. the pseudo double functors of n variables that are strict in each variable. This symmetric multicategory is closed, with internal homs Ps(A, B) given by the full sub double categories of Hom(A, B) on the double functors, and moreover is represented by a symmetric closed monoidal structure on the category Dbl of double categories and double functors, which generalises Gray's symmetric closed monoidal structure on 2-Cat. The adjunction (A.14) restricts to an adjunction between the symmetric multicategory Gray of 2-categories represented by the symmetric Gray monoidal structure and the symmetric multicategory Dbl, which is equivalently an adjunction of symmetric monoidal categories.
To conclude, we address the question of representability of the symmetric multicategories of bicategories and pseudo double categories discussed in §1. Neither multicategory is representable (as can be seen by the arguments of [Ver11, §1.3]), however they both admit enrichments to symmetric 2-multicategories that are birepresentable, that is, representable up to equivalence.
We define the symmetric closed 2-multicategory PsDbl 2 of pseudo double categories to be the change of base of the canonical self-enrichment of PsDbl along the symmetric multifunctor U : PsDbl −→ Cat that sends a pseudo double category A to its underlying category UA = A 0 . (This symmetric multifunctor arises from a symmetric closed functor PsDbl s −→ Cat.) The full sub-2-multicategory of PsDbl 2 on the bicategories is a symmetric 2-multicategory Bicat 2 of bicategories, whose 2-cells are multivariable icons; note that this 2-multicategory is not closed, even in the bicategorical up-to-equivalence sense. Let Hom 2 (A 1 , . . . , A n ; B) denote the hom categories of the 2-multicategory PsDbl 2 .
Note that change of base along the symmetric multifunctor U : PsDbl −→ Cat defines a 2-functor U * : PsDbl-Cat −→ 2-Cat that sends a PsDbl-category to its underlying 2-category. We say that a morphism in a PsDbl-category is an equivalence if it is an equivalence in the underlying 2-category. In particular, applied to the PsDbl-category of pseudo double categories, this is the usual notion of equivalence of pseudo double categories. 
F (a , c)
F (a , c )
There exists an invertible vertical transformation of two variables σ : F −→ F K whose underlying natural transformation is the identity, and whose cell components σ(a, g) and σ(f, c) are given by the following composites. where the unlabelled isomorphisms are given by the pseudo double functor constraints of F and G. This is the unique vertical transformation σ : F K −→ GK such that σK = σ. Hence the functor (A.17) is fully faithful, and is therefore an equivalence of categories.
We now prove by induction on n ≥ 0 that the pseudo double functors (A.16) are equivalences of pseudo double categories. For n = 0, and for any pseudo double category X, the functor and is therefore an equivalence of categories. Hence, by the bicategorical Yoneda lemma [Str80, §1.9], the pseudo double functor Hom(K; 1) : Hom(1, B) −→ B is an equivalence of pseudo double categories. For n = 1, the pseudo double functor (A.16) is an identity and is therefore an equivalence. For n = 2, and for any pseudo double category X, the functor 
